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Message from Bob
Unfortunately I missed this year’s Dave Pollard Memorial Lunch back in March (See Above) due
to a pre-arranged holiday, so this did not give me the opportunity to thank the Trustees for their commitment. I understand an enjoyable day was had by all the 100 plus who attended. However, it was
a shame about the result of the game! Alan takes the lead on this annual event with administrative
support from Les and once again I would like to thank them both for their time & enthusiasm.I am
putting the next DPML on 24th February 2018 in my diary early and look forward to seeing you all
there.
Les also found the time to arrange the OWMT Remembrance Service at St. Cecilia’s School on
10th November which was well attended by OW’s & guests. Lunch was also provided at the School.
Les has carried out hours of research into the Old Wandsworthians who died in the two World Wars
and all the names are listed on the Memorial Plaque at St Cecilia’s. Next year Les is planning a bigger event to mark the 100th anniversary of the end of WW1. If you haven’t seen the Memorial Plaque
at the School, why not try to come along next year and have a look?
I am sure my fellow Trustees would want me to express our thanks to Les for his all his work on
this worthwhile project. Alan & Roger attended St. Cecelia’s Presentation Night in November where
Alan presented the annual H R King Award to David Amarteifio.Other Trustees have attended this
event in the past and I would like to thank them all for their interest.
After a long drawn- out process Roger has managed to negotiate a new 25 year lease on the Tower
at Woodstock Lane - Roger thank you for your patience! Chris is keeping our financial records up to
date and is part of our Finance Sub-Committee along with Roger & Alan. Now we have a new lease
on the Tower they have recommended some positive changes to the investments of the OWMT.
Many thanks guys. Dick, the star of the show, has produced this superb Newsletter for 21 years and
because I am being unusually nice to him, he will hopefully give us a commitment in January that he
will do next year’s as well. Thank you Dick!
Unfortunately I am another year older and I now need to contemplate how Brexit is going to affect
the last five years of my working life. Does anybody know? Bob Andrews

St Cecilia’s School Presentation
Evening.
H.R. King Award
On Thursday 2nd November the school held its
annual Presentation evening when awards are
given to pupils for their academic, sporting and cultural achievements. It was the fourth occasion that
the Trust awarded the HR King Prize to a deserving student and this year it went to David
Amarteifio. He is a current Year 13 pupil who is a
true all-rounder. He is committed to sport in the
school, captaining the school’s football team, and
playing with the school rugby team. He is a school
prefect and has represented his year in various
school councils over the years. He has an excellent work ethic, and is looking forward to studying
physiotherapy at university next year. He wins £50
for his own use and gets a further £150 to give towards a worthy cause of his choice.
Just before the award, Alan Bone spoke about
the Trust along with a potted history of the school
and HR King, with reflections on the evening itself, which was a great success. The Trust's links
with the school were further strengthened and
we are now able to follow the progress of all our
winners.

Left: Trustee Alan Bone at St Cecilia’s
School, November the 2nd 2017
Below: Les Herbert, Alan Bone, Roger Holland and
Dick Moody meet David Amarteifio the H.R.K. King
Award Winner at the Remberance
Ceremony at St Cecilia’s on November 10th, 2017.
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Annual Remberance Ceremony - St Cecilia’s Sutherland Grove
On Friday 10th November, 18 Old Wandsworthians attended St Cecilia’s School for the annual remembrance service and the laying of a Poppy Wreath. Before the main event we were invited to
lunch in the refectory with Deputy Head Teacher Ann Kennedy. Here many of us felt like we were
back as school, because as we sat down, in came hundreds of pupils in their maroon blazers!
Following lunch a small group was then shown around the school, where a few started to go down
memory lane! This was lead by their Head boy – Liam Warner and Head Girl, Holly Huntrods. As in
the past we all found ourselves explaining to these two pupils our memories of what the school looked
liked in our days! We were then all taken to the school chapel and seated for the start of the remembrance service.
The service was opened by James who explained to the year 7 pupils what the service was all
about. This was followed by a presentation from Trustee, Les Herbert, on the history of the OWMT.
He also explained that since the plaque was unveiled back in 2015, we have started to find out more
information on some of the names. Also showing them recent photograph of the war medals which
were sent to us last year.

Les Herbert addresses Year 7 pupils at The St Cecilias Annual Remberance Ceremony
This was followed by an open session asking the students if they had any questions! Like last year,
we had several very interesting questions from them. And as before, a few of these were answered
by our senior members Peter Eastwood and Peter Heard, who were both young children near the
end of WW2 and were at the school in the late forties. Questions, like what was it like in London during the war and was it scary? Needless to say, they both spoke about the doodlebug flying bomb
and the noise and the Anderson air raid shelters!!
Following this presentation a small procession took place, where two year 7 pupils (Archie Naples
and Lily Andrews) carried the wreath to the War Memorial Plaque, followed by all Old Wandsworthians and Revd. Annie Kurk. Here a short service was held, which was shown back in the school
chapel, watched by over by120 staff and pupils.
The following prayer was read out by Peter Heard:3

They were young, as we are young,
They served, giving freely of themselves,
To them, we pledge, amid the winds of time,
To carry their touch and never forget,
We Will Remember Them.

Left. Peter Heard, centre back,
read out the prayer at the service conducted by the Reverend

Opposite. Pete Eastward,
who left the Wandsworth
Grammar Shool for boys in
1955 retires, after hanging
the poppy wreath below the
OW’s Memorial Plaque.

The wreath was then laid by Peter Eastwood and the two year 7 pupils, followed by a minute’s silence. Once again we had the chilling part when the Last Post was played by a pupil Hector Price
in Year 10. After the service we all went into the refectory where we were joined by prefects and
year 13s for refreshments. Here many of us mixed with the pupils talking about many topics ranging
from our old School Wandsworth, our backgrounds, their futures, Universities, how good their school
was and many more. We all found this a very important part of the day at St Cecilias.
Next year will be the 100th anniversary of the end of World War One, and we will be arranging a
special service, which will be lead by the Bishop of Kingston. Please place this date in your diary Friday 9th November 2018. St Cecilia’s School. Further details will be sent out next year, but it will probably start at 2-30, followed by refreshments and time for us all to catch up.
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The two images below mark the invitation for the Old Wandsworthians present, to lunch with the
school and meet the Upper School after the Memorial after thae memorial Ceremony.

Above. Lunch in dining area. Seated from left to right are Peter Eastwood,
June Eastwood, Ray Pritchard, Peter Heard, Alan Bone, Dick Moody,
John Pinnock, Les Herber, Rod van Niekerk, Roger Holland, David Forge,
Barry Francis, Femi Oresanya..

Above. Afternoon Get-together with senior students
Below. Panoramic view of the visiting Old Dubs, senior prefects and senior pupils.
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In Memorium

Ronald Sydney Hollis MBE
13th August 1926 - 6th August 2017
A memorial service was held for
Ron on 22nd September in St.
Mary’s, Chessington.
The same church in Chessington where
he was married to Audrey in 1958, where
his children were baptised and confirmed
and where his wife’s funeral was held. Ron
and his wife loved the church and it was a
big part of their lives. Ron served on the The
Parochial Church Council for thirty years, including as vice-chairman.
He was also the Church Representative to
the Deanery Synod, Church Warden three
times, Intercessor, sidesman and stewardship recorder. At times he was the pianist for
services and even the odd time sitting in as
the organist. Augmented church choir member, Trustee for the old Parish Hall and Pastoral Assistant. Clearly he made a huge
contribution to the life of the Church and the
people of the Parish.
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Although Ron lived the last 6 years of his life in Stratford upon Avon it was more fitting for the
service and funeral to held in Chessington.
Ron also worked in the broader community giving his time to help others, the SSAFA( the Armed
Forces charity) being another good cause. Here he helped other veterans and their families who
had fallen on hard times. After 40 years of service to this cause, Ron was recognised with the award
of an MBE. He continued to work for SSAFA for many years after that until he was well into his eighties. About 50 years in total.
Ron was said by his family to have an amazing ability to take things in his stride, to find the strength
to rise to life's challenges. Indeed 'a rock in the midst of a crisis.'
Ron was born and raised in London in the twenties and thirties, when the country was suffering
the effects of the Great Depression and was still recovering from the effects of the First World War,
in which his father had fought. Ron spent many of his teenage years surviving the Blitz. Ron joined
the Royal Air Force in 1944, volunteering when he was 18, taking an RAF short course at the University of St. Andrews. He was commissioned into the Meteorological Branch, serving overseas in
Singapore and reaching the rank of Flight Lieutenant. He also gained some experience of flying;
particularly he fondly remembered flying the old Tiger Moth though, as he used to say, 'never quite
got the hang of landing it'. He also briefly flew a Dakota when the pilot needed to use the facilities
and asked Ron to take over the controls. All ended well despite a drop of 1000 ft whilst he was at the
controls.
In 1948 Ron returned to the University of St. Andrews and completed a degree in Mathematics
and Natural Philosophy. After the war he spent two years as a civilian with the Air Ministry Meteorological Office with forecasting duties but found his professional vocation, as a mathematics teacher.
And it was during one of his first postings, at Morden Farm County Secondary School, that he also
found Audrey, to whom he would be married for nearly 48 years.
In 1958 Ron moved to the School and remained until 1985, it was at Wandsworth School where
he spent the majority of his years teaching, many of them alongside Audrey. Among other achievements he rose to be Head of King House and indeed annually he would invite his house prefects to
tea at his home. At the school he also had the opportunity to pursue another of his passions, singing
with the Wandsworth School Choir for many years under the directorship of Russell Burgess. This
link remained to Ron’s memorial service where Glyn Harvey, former teaching colleague and Music
Director at Wandsworth School, played the organ which Ron would have loved.
Ron will be remembered as an English gentleman with jacket and tie, always a jacket and tie. His
family remember him mowing the lawn on a Saturday afternoon wearing a shirt and tie, although
there are unconfirmed reports that he would take the tie off when he was in the back garden. Afterwards he would shower, slap on the Brylcreem (always an RAF man!), relax and dress down for a
Saturday evening – no tie, just a cravat.
Son of Sydney and Annie, blitz survivor, airman, weatherman, fun-loving student, colleague, teacher
and mentor to so many people; chorister, charity worker and dedicated member of the church community. English gentleman with jacket and, on special occasions, university tie right to the end. A
loving and devoted husband, father, father-in-law and granddad, godfather, uncle and cousin, and a
friend remembered with great affection and respect. Many of us from the school will remember his
wonderful patience and even handedness.

We will miss him.
Alan Bone
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An Obvious Link:
Alan met up with Mike Konieczko at the service for Mr Hollis and Mike followed up by sending some
text and several images to Les. The images and text appear to place Mike in the 1958-59 cohort.
“I have finally found the two photos (below) from the school trip to Interlaken in the Bernese Oberland (Switzerland) in August 1959. The trip was organised by Jack Hodges, who at the time was
form master of 1 nu. He taught, English Language, History and Divinity (as we called Religious Instruction at the school.) He also ran the History Society. The photos were taken by and in an outdoor
swimming pool, which we came across on a hike. I remember that it was a very hot day and we felt
that the water was freezing - it certainly took our breath away but it was refreshing.I can only identify
myself (bottom of first photo and on the left in the pool in the second} and Graham Sylvester-Evans
(right in 1st and the boy on the right in the pool).
I have a mug shot photo taken in the 2nd year - we had photos taken of us all every year but I
can't find those from other years - perhaps my parents did not want them; did later intakes also
have these photos taken? School photos of this type still seem to be common in our part of the
world”.
Regards Mike
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Gibbon B 1962. M. Konieczko; A. Cable; J. Feast; M. Joyce; F. Best; C. Seaber; G.
Jennings, R. Bull; Houghton; R. Elmer; Peters; Fielding; Perry; Hughes jnr.?; Turton;
Johnson; Cronk; Coggon; Neal; Haynes;Cornish; R. Gumbleton; R. Hughes; Mr
Small; Mr Clarke; Mr R. Hollis; M. Kane.

Prefects’ Room - Summer 1965
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Reports from Trust Grant Holders
Frankie Sandman
Graduated in Medicine 2017
This will be my last report for your newsletter as I have now finished university and started work
in a large hospital in the south of England.
I spent my final year at university in hospitals, GP practices and abroad for 6 weeks and I just
want to express my gratitude for all of your support over the years, it has really helped my time at
university.
During my final year I really tried to push myself to prepare for starting work. When seeing patients I tried to think through the whole process on my own, order my thoughts and try to come to a
diagnosis and management plan before presenting to the doctor. My time in a Bornean hospital
showed me how different it can be in a developing country. The medical system is the same in
most ways but their access to technology/equipment and medicines is limited compared to us. It
made me appreciate our health system and how lucky we are to have free healthcare and access
to treatment.
The country itself was beautiful and staying in Kota Kinabalu was amazing. The contrast between the poor part of the city and the wealthy part was outstanding. Between the tall multi-storey
buildings and modern shopping centres there were shanty towns made of wood and corrugated
metal. To see such a difference really changed my perspective on how people live elsewhere in
the world.
I graduated in July this year and started work at the beginning of August. It has been an extremely steep learning curve, but I am enjoying it immensely and feel like I have just about found
my feet. I am currently working in a very busy medical assessment unit which brings into the hospital all manner of medical conditions. Despite being stressed at times and feeling out of my depth
occasionally, it has been amazing to see the resilience some people have and to help them
through the first part of their journey in hospital. The staff I have worked with so far have all been
very supportive and have been so helpful when I have felt out of my depth, I now feel a completely
different person to when I started, much more confident and prepared when I see a new patient.
I am still not sure what part of medicine I might like to go into but I am excited for all the opportunities I have in the future. I look forward to trying different specialities and hopefully for a long and
interesting career in medicine.
Thank you again for all of your help throughout my time at university and I wish you all well for
the future.
Best wishes, Frankie
———————————————————————————————————
Harrison Jacques – Studying Law with European Studies at the University of Hull.
Thank you all again for your continued support of the generous grant I received to help me in the
second year of my studies. Having recently finished my 2nd year I am now going to be participating
in a year abroad as an exchange student at the University of Utrecht in the Netherlands which I am
very excited about!
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Not only am I half way to receiving a degree in Law with European Studies but I’ve also picked up
some vital life lessons along the way. For example, living in a 10 bed shared house with 9 other men
won’t turn out to be the cleanest of houses! Also, put your name on food items otherwise it will quickly
disappear and make sure the bins get put out every week. Besides from that I’ve had the best year
of my life, living with some amazing friends and have made memories that will stay with me forever.
I was also part of the cycling society during my second year which was a great way to make new
friends separate from my housemates and it also prepared me for my Fred Whitton Sportive which
I took part in this summer.
Back to my degree, I was taught some very interesting modules this academic year. An interesting
area of law that sticks in my mind is Tort law – If you ever suffer loss or harm resulting in legal liability,
come to me and I can give you advice! Our second year consisted of compulsory modules with one
chosen subject. I chose to study Comparative law as I was interested in widening my knowledge on
how other legal systems worked and how they compared to Britain’s system. The Comparative law
module offered me the opportunity to study abroad and that’s how I ended up in the Netherlands!
The generous grant I received was spent mainly on textbooks for my course as Law is a very book
based subject and requires hours and hours of reading! As well as books my grant was used towards
my study abroad including getting accommodation, getting to Utrecht and also just helping me with
my first week here!
Once again thank you to everyone at the Wandsworthians!! Harrison
———————————————————————————————
Megan Young
Dear Les,
I've been reflecting on the past 12 months and I thought
you might like an update on my educational progress.
About this time last year, I was shown incredible generosity
from the Old Wandsworthians funding scheme to help me
progress in further education at the Fashion Retail Academy
(FRA) at Tottenham Court Road.
After taking two entrance exams I was offered, without an
interview, 1 of 100 places to study on a fast track course. My
one year course at the academy was specialising in fashion
buying and merchandising and was a fantastic alternative to
university - something I was not keen to do.
My Old Wandsworthians grant was for £400, which I put
towards buying a new Apple laptop. This gave me an advantage on the design level of my course and benefited me in
so many different ways; from taking more efficient notes
in lectures, using the laptop's design features to enhance my presentation and layouts - pushing my
designs and ideas to a much more professional level and having an advantage that I could work on
my files anywhere, anytime. During my 1 year at the FRA, I participated in extra course activities; I
entered an international retail competition and was selected to be one of ten finalists to represent
the UK.
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I attended a three-week work experience opportunity with the high street retailer House of Fraser,
and a week's work experience with the fashion brand River Island.
In September, I graduated from the FRA with 99% total grade assessment rating and gaining a
distinction on every level of the course. I was also thrilled to learn that on my first employment interview I gained a job - even before I finished my course!
I have been working with the buying team of men's footwear for River Island for almost 4 months
now, I've been told that the professionalism of my presentation skills was a key reason why I was
selected for my position. I know that my skills would not have been so impressive if it was not for the
generosity and support of the Old Wandsworthians.
I would like to take this moment to say big thank you for giving me such an opportunity and for
helping me to promote my skills and education to the best standards possible. The Old Wandsworthians made a huge difference and I would like to extend heartfelt thanks to you all.
I wish you all the very best in future.
Yours sincerely, Megan
————————————————————————————————Joe Herbert
Dear Trustees
I would like to thank all the committee for their generous grant of £400 to help with my university
costs over my first year of study. The money has helped contribute towards my living costs of university as well as allowing me to buy appropriate books and resources needed through out the year.
The books that I bought were used to help me further develop my knowledge of different teaching
strategies used within classrooms and strategies for learning outside the classroom. It also developed
my understanding of the ways in which children learn, allowing me to fulfil my potential and be the
best I can. They helped me to understand the many roles teachers have in children's learning and
how each child has a unique learning style. The books were used throughout my assignments to
allow me to understand the task ahead and were used as evidence to support any points I made.
The grant helped cover some costs of living in my student accommodation which allowed me to
relax after a day of lectures or a day of teaching at school. It also contributed towards travel costs to
my school placements. The grant also covered some of the cost of purchasing a new laptop that
was used throughout the year at university; for typing up lectures notes, creating presentations, writing my assignments and storing suitable resources for teaching.
I also needed to purchase extra resources for many of my assignments, which helped me ensure
they looked presentable for my lecturers and fellow students. During my first year we had a number
of work placements at several primary schools. My last placement was at St John Fisher RC Primary
School. During this period of my teaching placement, I needed to buy some resources for my lesson
and your grant helped to cover those little extra costs. This allowed the children to be fully engaged
in their lessons with a full-on hands experience. The resources helped children to understand the
tasks they were carrying out and allowed them to develop their knowledge in the subjects being
taught. Overall I have enjoyed my first year at St Mary University. It has be a massive learning curve
for me getting used to student life, but great fun. Thank you once again for the support. Joe
————————————————————————————————12

Above. Joe (Far right) and friends enjoying student life.
————————————————————————————————Sam Riley
Dear Les,
I am writing to you to give you an insight of what I have done the last year with the grant kindly
allocated by the Trust. With the £400 given to me last October, I was able to buy a pair of 'Mackies', (active stereo monitors) which have given me the ability to mix and master my music to a professional standard in my own bedroom. This has meant since I last wrote to you, I have not only
been successful with my University work but have also been able to put a lot of time into producing
my own music.
Most evenings I will be working on my laptop and speakers trying out new techniques with the
programs I have accumulated and perfecting new ideas I have learned in lectures. Due to this I
have progressed far quicker than the rest of my fellow students in certain practical topics. My
music progresses by the day and this just wouldn't have been possible without the grant the
Trustees have kindly given to me. Along with the speakers I was also able to buy a Studio Interface which not only conjoins the speakers and the laptop but also allows me to DI (direct input)
audio straight into the software I have on my laptop. For example, I have recorded my guitar
straight into songs without having to use a microphone. Furthermore, last Christmas I was lucky
enough to geta Condenser Microphone with a pop shield, which, in conjunction with the Studio Interface, has allowed me to work with other artists such as singers and rappers and record them
onto my songs in a professional manner.
Since using my equipment regularly, the standard of the sounds I am creating has improved
massively. Due to this I have also been getting a lot of interest in my song writing skills from other
artists. For instance I am working with three different artists on albums in a variety of music genres
such as Indie Rock, Garage, House, RnB, Hip Hop, Grime, Nudisco, Pop and Grime. None of this
stuff is released yet so the future is very exciting! Since last year I have also gained a lot more
software from saving up, this has meant I have been able to use some professional tools to manip13

ulate sound and get precision accuracy due to the speaker quality.
I have updated my Sound cloud page where I post my songs, so you can check it out if you are
interested. I have also put a lot of time into marketing research and even found a website that allows you to run your own independent label for a yearly subscription.
So much of the above would not have been possible without the Trustees generosity. Many
thanks.
Yours sincerely, Sam
———————————————————————————————————
Max Sandman – 2nd year Mathematics Student at the University of Bath
Firstly I would like to thank you very much for your support over this last year.
Last year I continued my studies from my first year in algebra, analysis, Probability and Statistics,
Discrete Mathematics and Programming, Modelling and Dynamical systems and finally ODEs and
control Theory.
I used the funding from the OWRFC to help me purchase a new and more powerful laptop. This
helped me immensely with my studies, especially in my Programming and modelling modules. It allowed me to write code and create models which I could then simulate, which would not have been
possible on my old laptop. One such project was creating a simple model of an aircraft and its control
systems that went with it.
My favourite module this year would probably be my algebra module. This covered many complex
and sometimes abstract ideas and thoughts pertaining to Number Theory, Vector Spaces and Linear
Algebra. It involved learning and understanding complex proofs for these ideas and then applying
these ideas to many problems in Algebra and also in some of my other modules.
Another of my interesting modules was in ODEs (Ordinary Differential Equations) and control theory.
This module taught us how to mathematically define some simple systems such as Actuators or
spring dampers. This has led to a deeper understanding of the motion of objects and how they can
be stabilised and controlled. This module could be very useful in my future career if I become a mechanical engineer.
I have also had many interviews and assessment days for my placement year next year. This has
been fruitful, as I have been offered a position in the simulation and modelling team at MBDA. This
placement should hopefully bolster my skills in programming especially in the languages MATLAB
and C. I should gain valuable working experience which will hopefully allow me to start a promising
career after I finish at university.
Best Wishes, Max
——————————————————————————————————
Christopher Bone. End of Year Report
My first year at Nottingham Trent University was a huge success. I came out with a High 2:1 overall
for all of topics which includes all exams and coursework assignments completed. Within the first
year I also started working for my disabled flatmate from week 3 which helped a little with the finances
as well as proving most rewarding. Whilst working for him throughout the week I also had other com-
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mitments, I went to all my university lectures in the labs, attended all seminars and found time to join
the Squash club, the gym, Yoga and the LGBT society. This meant that throughout the week I had
many things to do and was always keeping busy.
From the get go my flat mates and I clicked and gelled so well as a group we formed a friendship
group including a couple of flats from the same block as us. We had flat meals and TV shows that
we would watch on a weekly basis. With everyone getting on well we decided to get a house for our
second year and we have found a traditional town house based in Clifton.
The course that I am studying, Computer Systems (Forensics and Security), was challenging in the
first year and started with seven exams in the first term including three pieces of coursework. This
made juggling my social life and academic life difficult but it was manageable. I was attaining High
Firsts and High 2:1’s which boosted my confidence. I was exceptionally pleased with my Math exam
where I had only dropped half a mark in my first exam and scored a 49.5/50. This meant I didn’t
have to do the complete Math module for the whole year and so could focus on my weaker module
which was Programming. I did struggle with this module and throughout the year I could feel myself
spending the majority of my studying life on it. However, it did pay off and I achieved a 2:2 overall
which I was happy with as it was such a confusing module for me.
Going into second year I have some of the same modules but going into more depth. I am being
taught more of the security side this year, which is my strength and interest, including more group
more. I did one assignment of group work in the first year which I found difficult as I was named
Team Leader. The leadership wasn’t the issue as I have worked as Head Lifeguard and as a Swimming Teacher at Imber Court since I was 16. However, I found that some people didn’t pull their
weight when it came to the individual tasks for the whole project. Despite this we came out with a
2:2 for the project which wasn’t my ideal grade as I wanted a least 2:1 but for the group I was put together with a 2:2 was a good grade.
I am really looking forward for my second year at Nottingham Trent and will be studying hard to get
a good grade for this year as well. I also decide if I want to do a placement year and where it would
be and for what company. I have the option of going anywhere in the UK.
Thank you for the grant that I received for the first year as it helped me out tremendously and so I
could buy all the books and electrical equipment I needed in order to study and extended my studying
in the subject. I also used it to help me pay for my accommodation and food shopping.
Once again please pass my thanks in anticipation of your continued support to all the Trustees.

——————————————————————
A Message from Roy Taylor on the Future of the
WANDSWORTHIANS’ MASONIC LODGE
Established 1932
The fantastic attendance at the Trust’s annual get together at the Met Police ground last March
was, as usual, an unqualified success, with more than 100 OW’s in attendance, providing the opportunity for old and young alike to meet up with old friends and former team mates.
It occurred to me during the lunch that perhaps many of those attending may not be aware of the
Wandsworthian’s Masonic Lodge, which was established and consecrated more than 80 years ago
and continues to this day.
In 1932 the then headmaster of the school, Dr. Weight, with others, organised the very first meeting
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which took place on 15 July 1932 at the Ardington Rooms, Clapham Junction.
The Lodge was originally a London Lodge and over the years met at several venues. In the late
1980’s the Lodge transferred to the province of Surrey – where it meets four times each year – February, May, October and December. Currently meetings take place at the Surbiton Masonic Centre.
Wandsworthian’s Lodge was originally founded exclusively for Masters, ex Masters and ex pupils of
the school. However, as time passed and with the closure of the school, we became an open lodge
enabling any with an interest in Freemasonry to now become members. Older past members included such well known OW’s as Stan Fairey, Ernie Gee, Arthur Johnathan, George (Chewy)Elms,
Derek Finch, Phil Hinchcliff, to name but a few.
The Lodge today thrives with a small but loyal core membership both young and old, but we are always looking to attract new members. Hence during the OW’s lunch it seemed to me likely that
amongst those attending there would be some existing members of the Craft who may wish to “Just
visit” Wandsworthian’s Lodge, perhaps even join. There are perhaps others who would be interested
to know more about Freemasonry – with a view to perhaps becoming members of the Wandsworthian’s Lodge - you would be most welcome.
Should you wish to have more information please contact:
Charles Twyman (Secretary), Tel: 01923 250050. Mob: 07766 633446
or Dave Millen, Tel: 020 8224 6615 Mob: 07881 686541
——————————————————————————————————WORD FOR WORD
Some years ago the Trustees supported the idea that we invite numerous Old Dubs to record
the history of their earlier lives and the role or influence of Wandsworth School in their overall development. The task was given to Halina Watts who diligently interviewed a host of individuals and transcribed the vocals into the written word. The list of interviewees is as follows:
Pre-Comprehensive

Grammar-Comprehensive

Comprehensive

Mick Munton
Murray Deards
Tony Attfield
Ken Dore
Bob Hammond
Peter Eastwood
Pete Pierce
Tony Watts
Angel Vila
John Totham
Ian McClain
Jon Bourton
Ron Boucher

Dick Moody
Frank Carter
Stuart England
Peter Dutch
John Pinnock
Mohan Adiseshiah

Alan Bone
Bob Andrews
Les Herbert
Roger Holland
Andy Archer
Phil Hope

Since finishing this project Halina Watts has become the Sunday
Mirror's Showbiz Editor and writes the weekly Watts the Goss column.
Strangely the first person interviewed was Halina’s dad Tony Watts - A Dubs Icon, who has served the Dubs for
sixty years or more. Tony celebrates his 80th birthday on
the Twentieth of December 2017. His birthday party is on
the 17th - so stop everything and raise a glass to a great
tackler, a committed sportsman who lost his dad very early
on in his life; loved his Mum and brought friendship to us
the masses in burgandy, gold with a thin white stripe.
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Wandsworthians RFC
Old Wandsworthians RFC are enjoying a highly successful move to Old Wimbledonians Ground in
Raynes Park. Following some significant changes to the terms of our agreement at Kings College's
Berrylands Ground the proposal to move to Raynes Park and share with Old Wimbledonians was
unanimously agreed after a lengthy and detailed consultancy process that included all stakeholders
in our great club.
The OWRFC committee worked through the summer with the Wimbledonians committee and came
to a favourable agreement for both clubs. We now have equal favour in all but ownership and can
truly call the ground 'home'. Committees continue to work together to ensure our two clubs can benefit
from this symbiotic relationship while fiercely maintaining both clubs' individual identity and ri history.
Summer training showed initial positives that have since continued. Supporter attendance for games
is much increased as is accessibility for those dubs not in the local area. The two clubs are forging
a lasting alliance and its great to see, unsurprisingly, that it's our lads in the bar long after all others
have gone!
Trustees, Old Wandsworthians of all descriptions and families are welcome to come and show support for our home games and events. Please do come down and support our club and the play a
part in celebrating the traditions of the school. Many of us may not have attended but we are working
turelessly to keep its values and our badge alive.
We Serve
Ash Ali, Chairman

The Ever Faithful Dubs’
Supporters Club
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Please join at the overlap in the centre if you want a bigger image!!

Help the Aged!

If you need some professional photography for a special occasion, look no further than the two guys
who gave their services free at the last DPML. Give them a call or email and they will be delighted
to give you a quote for your function or just occasional pictures"
Colin Brett of (Silver Jack Photography)
Call 07545-065386 or email:
silverjackphoto@icloud.com

Simon Berry of (Yellow Circle Photography)
Call - 07930-469536 or email:
yellowcirclephotophotography@gmail.com

Please join at the overlap in the centre if you want a bigger image!!

Old Wandsworthians’
1st Team 1958.
This picture is full of memories of a byegone age with
Tony Watts next to last in
the front row. Tony celebrates is 80th birthday on
the 20th of December 2017
So take a liquid toast where
ever you are.

——————————————————————————
Forthcoming Events 2018

Dave Pollard Memorial Lunch
Over 100 Old Wandsworthians attended, this year’s David Pollard Memorial Lunch which
is fantastic, especially as we are all not getting any younger!! I think those who attended
had a great time, meeting up with some old and new faces from the past. Next years event is
taking place on Saturday 24th February, at Imber Court. Lets make next years event even
better so book your place now.
It is going to take place on:
Saturday 24th February 2018
at

Imber Court Sports Club, Ember Lane, East Molesey, Surrey
KT8 OBT
The Pay Bar upstairs will be open from 13:00 with food to be served by 16:00. There will be a two
course lunch with waitress service and wine at no charge. At 16:45 we will be showing the Scotland
vs England game on a large screen in the Ballroom where luncheon will be held.
Please contact Les Herbert - Woodlands, St Georges Hill, Lyme Regis, Dorset, DT7 3NT or email
your booking to him at: leswand@gmail.com as soon as possible and no later than the end of January.

Special Remberance Ceremony
(100th Anniversary
since the end of the WWI.)
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